
Outcome of the workshops

• Feel confident about starting the course and a your 
journey beyond the programme. 

• Feel confident about creating goals and objectives.
• Feel confident about recognising and managing 

change.
• Meet with other women in STEM and build your 

network. 



Outcome of the workshops

• Explore assertiveness  and practice assertive 
communication

• Feel supported by Equate Scotland, your employer 
and your college.



Today’s session

• Equate Scotland and future jobs in STEM
• What is confidence?
• Learn simple and effective techniques and advice on 

how to boost your self-confidence.
• Managing change 







On the whiteboard share what you 
think Confidence is



What is Confidence?

the quality of being certain of your abilities or of having trust in 
people, plans, or the future

Cambridge English Dictionary



What is Confidence?

Self Esteem
Self Image 

Actions we take

Knowledge

Projection

Self-efficacy

Experience

How we treat others



Think about yourself for a minute and give 
yourself an overall confidence rating. 
1 (not confident) -- 10  (extremely confident). 

Write it down on a piece of paper and keep it.



3 to 5 characteristics or attributes for one level 
of confidence. 
• Under-Confident
• Confident
• Over-Confident

Also think of a person or character that you think 
represent that level of confidence



Under 
Confident

• Feel you can’t do things
• Feel uncomfortable
• Intimidated by others
•Have difficulty 

communicating
•Don’t like stating views

•Don’t feel good enough
•Put off doing things
•Give up easily
•Don’t appreciate what you 
CAN do



Confident

• Self-aware
•Assertive
•Communicate well with others friendly
• Initiative
•Ask questions appreciate learning
• They Celebrate Others



Over Confident

•Un-realistic view of self 
or situations

•Undertakes things that 
can’t actually do

•Big headed and 
arrogant

•Often annoy others



Confidence isn’t linear



What affects our confidence?

Things that affect our confidence can be external factors 
such as:

• How other people treat you
• Being in an unfamiliar environment
• Mental or physical health 

They can also be internal factors such as:

• How we value and perceive ourselves
• If we have faith in our abilities
• Whether we recognise our strengths and weaknesses
• Our inner critic



In groups discuss your Inner Critic
When does it appear? 
How can you challenge that voice? 



Counteracting 
the negative 
voice

"I can't cope when things don't go according to 
plan"

• I have coped before when things got tough
• I prefer things to go to plan, but I accept they 

won't all of the time
•Sometimes I need to adjust and that's ok
•Having a plan is a great start but challenges will 

help me grow

"I'll never be good at maths."

• I might not be great at it right now but 'never' is a 
long time
• I struggle with it, might never love it but I can get 

better at it



Possible Tips

• Do more things you’re good at 
• Know your strengths and weaknesses.
• Monitor your progress
• Get things done / Do something you have been 

putting off
• Help others
• Don’t compare yourself with others
• Think positively about yourself
• Compliment others



Possible Tips

• Don’t worry about making mistakes
• Choose to spend time with people who 

boost your self-esteem
• Be prepared
• Focus on what you can change
• Do what makes you happy





Managing 
Change



Managing Change 

‘Change is the only constant in life’

How do you feel you respond to change? 



Managing Change Matters

Why does being able to manage change 
matter?

What are your current change challenges?



Karl Rohnke’s Comfort, Stretch, Panic model



People in you social network – who are the 
different people useful:

Cheerleader
Truthteller
Comforter
Distractor 


